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We applied multiplanar techniques and a modified
version of our volumetric rendering program for three
dimensional imaging to single-breath hold spiral com
puted tomography (CT) datasets to generate two- and
three-dimensional (2-D and 3-D) images of the in vivo
lung. We report details of the combined 2-D / 3-D spiral
CT technique along with three representative cases
from our initial experience.
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TWO-DIMENSIONAL (2-D) and three
dimensional (3-D) imaging of the in vivo

lung has been limited to date by respiratory
motion. Conventional slice-by-slice computed
tomography (CI'), a stepwise technique, often
results in variations in depth of inspiration and
patient motion that significantly degrade the
quality of reconstructed images. Spiral volumet
ric cr, on the other hand, is essentially a
gapless technique':" with a number of advan
tages for 2-D and 3-D imaging. Volumetric
acquisition eliminates discontinuities between
slices and the examination is performed during
a single-breath-hold maneuver that signifi
cantly reduces respiratory motion.

Because of these advantages, we applied
multiplanar and volumetric rendering tech
niques to single-breath-hold spiral CT datasets
to generate 2-D and 3-D images of the in vivo
lung. The combined technique is compared with
conventional CT and spiral Cf alone, and is the
subject of this article.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Single-breath-hold spiral CT datasets of the
lung were obtained in 30 patients with known
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pulmonary pathology and/or previous conven
tional CT scans of the chest for comparison.
Spiral CT datasets were obtained using a con
tinuously rotating Siemens Somatom Plus scan
ner (Siemens Medical Systems, Iselin, NJ) ca
pable of generating up to 24 consecutive
I-second scans and one of the following proto
cols: (1) slice acquisition thickness 8 mm, table
speed 8 mm/sec, and slice reconstruction every
4 mm with standard reconstruction algorithm or
(2) slice acquisition thickness 4 mm, table speed
4 mm/sec, and slice reconstruction every 2 mm
with high-resolution algorithm. Typical scan
ning parameters were 165 rnA and 120 kV(p).
The Spiral CT data is acquired orthogonal to
the table translation axis.

Spiral CT data was transferred using half
inch magnetic tape or via Ethernet to a free
standing unit consisting of a Sun 4/330 worksta
tion (Sun Microsystems, Mountain View, CA)
and a Pixar I image computer (Vicom, San
Rafael, CA) where multiplanar and volumetric
rendering techniques designed for lung analysis
were applied. The Sun/Pixar system has been
used previously to generate high quality 2-D
and 3-D reconstructions of musculoskeletal
structures.w

Volumetric rendering consists of a three-step
process: volume formation, classification, and
projection. Three-dimensional volumetric ren
dering poses special problems requiring a new
classification scheme when applied to the in vivo
lung. Classification involves assigning a color
and opacity to each voxel in the CT dataset (Fig
1). The lung is composed of vessels, bronchi,
and mostly air. Thus, partial volume effects of
the lung are prominent but allow classification
of lung structures primarily based on size. For
example, a voxel containing a large vessel might
read 40 to 80 Hounsfield units (Hu) and would
be assigned a particular color and opacity. A
voxel containing a small vessel and 90% air
might read -900 Hu and would be assigned a
different color and opacity. Larger structures
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Fig 1 阳 C lass ification scheme used for volumetric rendering oflung tissue‘Color and opacity are assigned tolung structures based
primarily on their size and CT attenuation. (A) Original Cτscan oflung specimen. (B) Color representation ofclassified slice to be
used for volumetric rendering. Dark blue represents large structures with relatively high CT attenuation such asthewalls themajor
brond甘 . Lightblue represents medium size ormedium density structures such aslung parenchyma ofmedium CT attenuation.Green
and red represent smaller structures or lower density areas. The red areas are portions of the lungshowing the lowest CT
attenuation on theoriginal CT sean.

are assigned a higher opaci ty than smaller
structures because smaller structures tend to be
in the per iphe ry of the lung and would mask the
larger structures if they were made opa que.

Once classified, the spiral CT data is pro
jected in a ser ies of 64 to 72 separate images
viewed frory1 different angles aro und the vertical
axis of the lung. The project ions are formed
using a gradient shading algorithm and the
views are displayed as a video loop, in 飞vhich the
lung appears to be spinning aro und its vertical
aXIs.

The spiral CT data sets were also examined
lIsing a multiplanar recon struction program
(20 /3D Orthotool software, Body CT Imaging
Laboratory, Department of Radio l ogy，τhe

Johns Hop kins Medical Inst itutions, Baltimore,
MO) that pro'吐白 interact ive, simulta neo us
display of coronal and sagittal reformatted im
ages along with the origina l transaxial scans. A
bicubic interp olat ion scheme is used to produ ce
the reformatte d images .?Average time requi red
to genera te both the 2-D multipl anar reconstru c
tions and the 3-D lung images using the Sun/
Pixar system was 15 minutes per case.

All 2-0 /3 -0 spiral CT images were subjec
tively compa red with available conventional CT
scans and the spira l CT scans alone to assess the
relat ive quality and accuracy of the 2-D and 3-D
linages.

CASE REPORTS

Case 1

A 50-year -old woman with a history of re
secte d squamous cell cancer of t he larynx was
being followed up for asmalLpulr.llohary nocl
ule. An axial reconstructed i mage ·froni ·aspira l
σdataset (F ig 2A) andmultiplanar recon
structed images of the lung in the sagittal and
coro nal planes are shown in Fig 2B， 巳 The

nodul e as well as the surrounding parenchymal
emphysema are faithfully rep roduced in the
reconstructed images. Note the definition , with
out motion degrad ation, ofthe major airways on
the coronal nxonstruction (Fig 2e) . Three翩

dimensional images of the lung created by
applying volum etric rendering techniq ues to
spir al CT data are shown in Fig 2D ， 五. Lung
parenchyma, bronchovascu lar structures, major
airways, and the small nodu le are displayed
without significant respirato巧r art ifacts or image
distorti on . (Protoco l 2: slice acquisition thick
ness 4 mm‘table speed 4 mm/sec, and slice
reco nstruction eve巧， 2 mm with high-resoluti on
algorithm.)

Case 2

A 39-year -old woman receiving cor ticoste
roids for a ren al transplant was noted to have a
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nodule on chest radiograph. A transaxial view
generated from spiral CT data shmvs a nodule
with a feeding artery and draining vein compat
ible with a pulmonary arteriovenous malforma-
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Fig 2町Right upp前lobe pulmonary nodule. (A) Transaxial Cτ
scan shows small nodule in the right upI'肝lobe (arrow). (B,C)
Multiplanar reconst叩cted images of the lung from spiral CT
dataset. The nodule (arrow) as well as伪e surrounding pa renchy
mal emphysl~ma (armw!ll!<tds) 时e faithfully reprodut:ed in the
reconstructed sagittal in￥age (B). Note the accurate delineation
of the major airways on the coronal reconst阳ction (e) (arrows)
(D,E) Three-dimensilH旧I images of the lung created by applyi防军

volumetric renderin军techniques to spira! CT data. Lung pare仲

chyma, bronchovascular structures, major airways, and the
small nodule (arrow) lire displayed without significant respira
tory artifacts or image distortion. (View啊's pe旷spective on the
IUllg 阻fmrl'lbelow俨looking up toward the !tong b幽幽. )

tion (Fig 3A). Volumetric rendering of the lung
using spiral CT data shows the pulmonary
arteriovenous malformation in a 二D format
(Fig 3B). (Protocoll: slice acquisition thickneω
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Fig 3. Pulmona町arteriovenous malformation. (A) Axial view generated from spiral CT dataset shows a nodule with a feeding
artery and draining vein compatible with a pulmonary arteriovenous malformation (AVMI (arrow). (B) Volumetric rendering of the
lung using spiral CTdata sets shows pulmonary AVM in a 3-Dformat (arrows)

8 mm, table speed 8 mm/sec、and slice recon

stmction every 4 mm.)

Case3

A 36-year-old woman with a history of fallo

pian tube cancer was examined to exclude

Fig4. Dependent edema. (A IAxialCTscan shows dependent
edema in the posterior aspects of both lower lungs (arro阳·s).

Multiplanar reconstructed image in the sagittal plane (8) , as well
as the 3-D images of the lung (CI accurately reproduce the
findings of dependent edema (arrows). On the sagittal recon
st阳cted image (B I, one can appreciate that the entire lower lobe
is of increased density compa陪d with the upper lobe (arrow
heads). The right and left main stem bronchi are displayed on the
3-D image (C). (Viewer's perspective of the lungs in the 3-D
image (CI is from above , looking down onto the lungs.)

pulmonary metastases. No lung metastases were

identified on the CT, but the study does show

dependent edema in the posterior aspects of

both lower lungs (Fig 4A) , a normal finding.

Multiplanar reconstructed images in the sagittal

plane (Fig 4B) , as weI! as the 3-D image of the
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lung (Fig 4C) accurately reproduce the findings
of dependent edema. On the sagittal recon
structed image (Fig 4B), one can appreciate
that the entire lower lobe is of increased density
compared with the upper lobe. (Protocol I : slice
acquisition thickness 8 mm, table speed 8 mm/
sec, and slice reconstruction every 4 mm.)

DISCUSSION

Most current 3-D imaging techniques have
been applied primarily to orthopedics and cra
niofacial abnormalities.s!' We began exploring
the feasibility of 3-D imaging of the lung by
applying volumetric rendering techniques, first
to inflated-fixed-lung specimens. From this
work, we were able to develop a modified
classification scheme that allows faithful depic
tion of lung structures.l- The next challenge was
to apply or adapt these techniques to the lungs
of a living, breathing patient. The use of single
breath-hold spiral CT datasets that allow refor
mation of images with little motion degradation
has made this now possible.

This combined 2-D /3-D spiral CT technique
has a number of potentially useful clinical
applications. Three-dimensional modeling of
the trachea and major airways provides a more
detailed anatomic guide for the bronchoscopist
or surgeon. Volumetric quantification of lung
disease could be used to perform more sophisti
cated 3-D tumor volumetrics or 3-D radiation
therapy planning. Three-dimensional imaging
may also prove useful for planning surgical
approaches in patients undergoing wedge or
segmental resection of primary or metastatic
tumors in the lung. One of the advantages of the
technique is the ability to display lung pathology
in a 3-D format that more closely resembles how
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the surgeon will approach the lung during
surgery. Three-dimensional imaging provides a
better appreciation of the location of the lesion
within the lung, the depth of the lesion, and its
position with respect to segmental anatomy and
bronchovascular structures.

Limitations of the combined 2-D/3-D spiral
CT technique remain. Some patients are unable
to hold their breath for the 24 seconds required
to examine the majority of the lung. In larger
patients, it is not currently possible to cover the
entire lung during one spiral CT scanning cycle,
although future scanner upgrades will allow
spiral data acquisitions of up to 60 seconds.

Radiation dose from a spiral CT is equivalent
to that from a standard CT acquisition that uses
the same slice collimation thickness, rnA-sec,
and kV (peak) settings. A spiral CT with a slice
collimation thickness X equal to the table feed
distance of X per scan is equivalent in dose to a
standard CT with a section acquisition thickness
S equal to X. For example, a spiral CT scan
using protocol I with slice acquisition thickness
8 mm, table speed 8 mm/sec, and slice recon
struction every 4 mm would be equivalent to a
standard CT using contiguous 8 mm thick slices,
l-second scan times, and the same rnA-sec and
kV (peak) settings.

In conclusion, multiplanar and volumetric
rendering techniques create accurate, nonde
graded images of the lung when applied to
single-breath-hold spiral CT datasets. The com
bined technique proved advantageous in delin
eating major airway anatomy, displaying lung
pathology in three dimensions, and demonstrat
ing relationships of lung pathology with respect
to segmental anatomy and bronchovascular
structures.
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